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Science Weekly Debrief 

For slides and the WebEx recording on ODOCS, click here then follow the path: Folders \ 

Documents and Drawings \ OSIRIS-REx Bennu Proximity Operations \ Science Status \ Science 

Weekly \ 2019-08-29.  

Conference updates  

• Asteroid Science in the Age of Hayabusa2 and OSIRIS-REx – Cat Wolner, Mike Nolan 

Almost 60 abstracts were submitted to Sci Exec for consideration. About 30 have been returned 

to authors with comments. The rest will be returned no later than Tuesday 3 September, earlier if 

possible. Re-review is not needed unless explicitly specified. However, final submitted copies 

should be shared with WGs and pubs@orex.lpl.arizona.edu.  

N.B. Cat is doing a QC check of abstracts rather than an in-depth copyedit, so authors are 

encouraged to give the main text of their abstracts a thorough read-through before submission.  

• JpGU-AGU Joint Meeting 2020 – Dante Lauretta 

A joint OREX-H2 session has been suggested for this meeting (taking place 24–28 May 2020 in 

Chiba, Japan). Anyone interested in being a co-organizer should contact the PI.  

Working group & instrument team updates  

• AWG/particle science – Carl Hergenrother, Dante Lauretta 

Two minor ejection events have been detected thus far in Orbital C. In addition, two new “long-

lived” (multiple revolution) particles have been identified, at least one of which seems to be 

associated with a minor ejection event. No strong signal related to heliocentric distance has been 

identified so far in the particle data. There are two Mattermost threads to follow for particle 

science: SPOCflight UFO gives notifications of new GIANT data, and SPOCflight UFO chat is 

for discussions of observations.  

In-prep manuscripts by John Pelgrift and Jason Leonard report radiant locations and local solar 

times for all of the major and most of the minor events observed up to June. An apparent 

clustering in the afternoon and at low latitudes is observed.  

The CAMS network upgrade is proceeding with three locations each in Africa, Australia, and 

South America. If a Bennids meteor stream is detectable, we should expect to see it in three to 

four weeks. Regardless, these facilities will substantially improve detection of meteors and 

fireballs in the Southern Hemisphere.  

• AltWG/shape model – Mike Nolan, Mark Perry, Olivier Barnouin 

https://soedms.as.arizona.edu/Login.aspx


The “final” shape model—meaning the fly-to version to which future shape models will be 

registered—is on track for acceptance review next week. This model has some SPC artifacts and 

may not be desirable for science products. The coordinate system is slightly different from 

previous versions.  

• IPWG – Dathon Golish 

The exogenic pyroxene discovery manuscript (DellaGiustina et al.) is in internal revision. The 

basemap manuscript (Bennett et al.) is out to coauthors. The global photometry manuscript 

(Golish et al.) is anticipated to go out to coauthors imminently.  

• TAWG – Josh Emery 

Current TAWG activities include, among others, modeling of the Yarkovsky effect (Ben Rozitis 

and Steve Chesley), evaluation of the relationship between thermal inertia and rock type (Andy 

Ryan), and assessment of crater thermal signatures (Beau Bierhaus).  

Other updates  

• Orbital R SPP – Anjani Polit, Mike Nolan 

The Science Phase Plan (SPP) will be revised to include REXIS observations during this two-

week mapping period. OVIRS and OTES will both be collecting thermal observations while the 

spacecraft is behind the terminator, which will allow for cross-calibration as well as a more 

detailed study of the thermal environment than previously possible. The Orbital R SPP is out for 

expedited review.  

• PDS status – Kate Crombie 

The second encounter delivery took place last week. OLA peer review is in progress. Small delta 

reviews on the PDS’s side are underway for other instruments. The third encounter delivery will 

kick off next week.  

Upcoming deadlines  

Asteroid Science in the Age of Hayabusa2 and OSIRIS-REx—  

Abstracts due to workshop: 6 September  

Note: Abstracts are not a requirement for workshop participation; all are encouraged to attend.  

Upcoming meetings  

The next Science Weekly will be Thursday 5 September.  

Science Objective Summary 



 

Each day of the week (DOY 238–245), NavCam will collect pairs of nadir long-exposure images 

every ~12.5 minutes. These observations support the goal of characterizing and monitoring 

particles in the Bennu environment. 


